Q-1-Fill in the blanks with suitable words. (1/2x12=6)

1. ...
2. ...
3. ...
4. ...
5. ...
6. ...
7. ...
8. ...
9. ...
10. ...
11. ...
12. ...

Q-2-Write the joint form. (1/4x14=31/2)

1. ...
2. ...
3. ...
4. ...
5. ...
6. ...
7. ...
8. ...
9. ...
10. ...
11. ...
12. ...
13. ...
14. ...

---
Q-3-write the split form.

Q-4-Match the following.

Q-5-Write the meanings.

Q-6-Match the following of their opposites.

Q-7-Rewrite the following words by using (ٍ، ِ)
Q-9: Write two meaningful words by joining the following letters. (1/2x6=3)

Q-10: Put correct (✓) and wrong (x) sign after the sentences. (1/4x8=2)

Q-11: Write two names of the given animals. (1/2x6=3)
13. Write the answers of the following. (2 x 5 = 10)

Q. What is the second item of the second queue?

Q. What is the color of the second item of the first queue?

Q. What is the height of the second queue?

Q. What is the color of the bottom item of the second queue?

Q. What is the number of the second item of the first queue?

Q-14. Answer the following question. (any one) (1 x 3 = 3)

Q. Which queue does the bottom item of the second queue belong to?

Q. Which queue does the bottom item of the first queue belong to?

Q. Which queue has the second item?
13. Write the answers of the following. (2x5=10)

**Question**: What is the cause of death? 2

**Answer**:

**Question**: How many chapters are there? 2

**Answer**:

**Question**: How many chapters are written? 2

**Answer**:

**Question**: How many chapters are written more than 2?

**Answer**:

Q-14: Answer the following question. (any one) (1x3=3)

**Question**: Which country was written first?

**Answer**:

**Question**: Which country was written last?

**Answer**:

**Question**: Which country was written first and last?

**Answer**:

---

*Note: The answer sheet is not fully visible.*